
technologies for the daily life in the world”



TECNO3 is an Italian business enterprise, landmark of the sector 

for technological innovation in the production process of the 

confectionery industry.

We are constantly developing and improving  technologies, to help 

people in their daily life  and companies in new working and strategic 

challenges in a rapidly challenging market.

In 1988 TECNO3

creating innovative technologies, and provide industrial solutions 

for chocolate, cream and nut processing.

As of 2020, TECNO3 expanded their competences with three 

TECNO3

Optimising space with company-sized systems

We are committed to making the difference every day.

TECNO3 turnkey 

systems

TECNO3, technical process partners
of the leading confectionery companies



 COCOA BEAN PROCESSING

The TECNO3 line for the cocoa processing 

allows to develop the entire production 

cycle

with the continuous production cycle

allows to maintain and enhance the 

organoleptic qualities

types of cocoa and helps to maintain a low 

bacterial threshold.

TECNO3

cleaning, we pass 

to drying roasting, peeling

if necessary, separation of the whole 

fruit

The process technology applied to the 

treatment of the whole fruit allows it to 

preserved over time, slowing down the 

oxidation phenomena.

NUT PROCESSING



CHOCOLATE PRODUCTION

TECNO3

application of liquid conching, differs 

The plant can operate autonomously and 

automatically, from the preparation 

chocolate into the storage tanks.

The continuous, three-stage controlled 

process, preserves the organoleptic 

qualities

closed environment, minimizes the risk of 

room.

TECNO3  has developed systems with 

increasingly automated technologies

to meet the different economic and 

continuous 

production lines.

As complementary systems, TECNO3 is 

horizontal mixers, single and 

vertical mixers, continuous

solid ingredients to creams.

FAT CREAM PRODUCTIONDUCTION



CONTINUOUS DOSING AND MIXING

Compact and versatile

dosing and mixing MDC system it is normally 

solid ingredients

liquids

types of chocolate, compounds and fat 

creams 

The recipes are stored on the operator 

disassembled, removed and 

sanitized

from the hygienic-sanitary point of view 

and from the overlapping of tastes.

TECNO3

the line

cocoa mass

chocolate

continuous or batch production, allowing high 

savings.

MELTERS
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Tecno 3 S.r.l.

Via Mastri Cestai 2 

T. +39 0173 61 05 64 

Tecno 3 Switzerland 

Seestraße 123,

CH-8027 Zürich

Switzerland

Tecno 3 USA INC 

70 W. Madison Street,

Chicago, IL 60602-4224

tecno3@tecno-3.it

www.tecno-3.it

AMERICA

Canada
USA
Mexico
Brazil
Peru
Chile
Ecuador
Argentina

EUROPA

Italy
Germany
France
Spain
Switzerland
Austria
UK
Holland
Belgium
Denmark
Romania
Ukraine
Poland

ASIA

Turkey
Russia
Japan
China
India

Singapur
Taiwan

UAE

AFRICA

Camerun
South Africa
Algeria
Angola

AUSTRALIA


